
 

 

 

 

 

Weekly portion Beshalach describes the last miracle, which put an end to Egypt as the world’s 

superpower.  Sea wondrously spilt in front of Jews, but swallowed the Egyptian army.  Mighty waves 

washed ashore gold, silver and precious jewels that Pharaoh so generously distributed among his 

army in order to entice them to run after the Jews and return them to Egypt.  It was at that moment 

that “…Israel saw the Mighty Hand, with which Hashem dealt with Egypt, the nation feared Hashem, 

and they believed in Hashem and in Moshe, His servant” (Shmos 14:31).  What kind of fear and 

what kind of faith does Torah talk about? 

Heavenly Wisdom conceals the future from man.  He cannot know, what awaits him on his path, 

which way his life will turn, what will be the result of his efforts.  He cannot discern the full picture 

of his life on earth from the pieces of everyday occurrences.  However, what man does have is the 

knowledge of the past and guidance from our sages, which light up his path in the present. 

430 years prior to Exodus, Hashem made a promise to our forefather Avraham, “… you should 

know, that your children will be strangers in foreign land, and they will be enslaved, and they will 

suffer for four hundred years.  But I will judge the nation which they will serve, and they will leave 

with great wealth” (Bereishis 15:13-14).  220 years later Hashem tells Yakov to descend to Egypt, 

and He makes another promise, “I am Hashem, Hashem of your father; do not fear to descend to 

Egypt, for I will make you there into great nation.  I will go down to Egypt with you, and I will lead 

you back” (Bereishis 46:1-4). 

When Yosef and his brothers, Egyptians respected the Jews and dealt with them favorably.  

However, as soon as Levy, the last of Yakov’s sons, died, Pharaoh totally changed his attitude and 

turned against them.  Egyptians began to torture Jews and subject them to back-breaking labor.  

Pharaoh’s cruel decrees broke people physically and psychologically, and it seemed that there was 

no way out of suffering.  Still, in the hearts of the wretched slaves remained a spark of faith that this 

pain will end, for they were passing from generation to generation the family secret of being the 

Chosen Nation and inheriting the Land of Israel.  That’s why, when Moshe came to the people with 

the message from Hashem that the end to suffering was near, “…people believed, and when they 

heard, that Hashem remembered the children of Israel and harkened to their cries, they bowed and 

fell on their faces” (Shmos 4:31). 

Still, that faith was not complete, because it was based on human understanding of reality.  Since 

human understanding is limited, and it is surrounded by the darkness of the unknown, it is easy to 
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give in to pressure.  That’s why when Pharaoh made working conditions harsher and ordered not to 

give straw for the bricks, while expecting the same quantity of work done, Jews began to complain 

against Moshe. 

Rambam’s first principle of faith states: I believe with perfect faith that Hashem is Omnipotent, and 

He directs the nature.  That’s one way of viewing this earthly existence.  Another way is to rely on 

the natural course of events and believe that the nature of things doesn’t change.  If all goes 

according to his expectations, he feels secure.  If not, and he can’t eliminate the threat to his well-

being, he becomes overcome by fear.  Both self-assuredness and fear point to the lack of faith. 

We see this in what happened prior to the splitting of the Red Sea.  Jews found themselves trapped 

from all sides.  Powerful waves roared in front of them, desert, teeming with wild beasts, stretched 

to the right and to the left, and the Egyptian army was pressing from the back.  Jews divided into 

four factions.  First one panicked and wanted to throw themselves into the raging waters. It’s better 

to drown than to return to Egypt, they thought.  Another group offered to surrender without the 

fight.  Third was prepared to fight, and the fourth offered to make a surprise attack on Egyptians 

and cause them to panic.  But where was Hashem in all these decisions? 

Moshe told people not to do anything, but just watch how Hashem Himself will overcome the 

enemies.  Strong easterly wind blew all night, and in the morning the sea split into 12 passageways.  

Jews began crossing the sea, and the Egyptians rushed behind them in hot pursuit.  Not later than 

the last Jew stepped ashore, the sea closed itself over the pursuers, and waters carried their riches 

right to the feet of the Jews. 

The promise given to Avraham was fulfilled.  It erased last vestiges of doubt that Hashem is the Only 

True Ruler of the world.  That’s why it says exactly at this particular moment that Jews were 

overcome by awe of Almighty Hashem, and they believed in Him. 
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